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How context matters

‘Best practice’ reforms presuppose  strong state 
capacity:

– technocratic + ‘political will’

• Technicians evaluate alternative reforms

• Leaders decide on the best option

• Bureaucracy implements

=> In which settings are these present?



PRINCIPAL-AGENT RELATIONSHIPS, AND 
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‘Best practice’ = nested P-A relationships

VOICE COMPACT



South Africa’s comprehensive electricity reform

1998: White paper issued outlining far-reaching restructuring proposal:

– Unbundle Eskom’s  generation, transmission & distribution;

– Introduce private sector participation

Also: “Eskom’s present generation capacity surplus will be fully utilized by about 
2007.  Timely steps will have to be taken to ensure demand does not exceed 
available supply



It’s a principal-agent approach to reform

=> What could possibly go wrong? 



An alternative: ‘messy complexity’ :
=> ‘principal-agent’ to ‘multiple principals’
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Can Reform Coalition Trump Blocking Coalition?
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Mapping stakeholder interactions

• Forward-looking
– Insights from country-level political economy diagnostic

– Sectoral reform winners & losers
• Consider alternative reform options!!!!

• Backward-looking
– Process-tracing, using timeline

– Analytic narrative that aligns sectoral & country-level 
diagnostics

=> South Africa’s ‘best practice’ cautionary tale (backward-
looking) could readily have been anticipated with forward-looking 
diagnostic…..



Constructing a timeline: overview

• 1998: White paper issued outlining far-reaching restructuring proposal. 
Also: “Eskom’s present generation capacity surplus will be fully utilized by 
about 2007.  Timely steps will have to be taken to ensure demand does not 
exceed available supply

• 2000: (i) World Bank hosts workshop on reform
(ii) Dept of Public Enterprises publishes policy framework for 

SOE restructuring

• 2001: (i) Cabinet announces support for IPPs; prohibits ESKOM 
from investing in new generation capacity

(ii) Eskom initiates stakeholder meeting process…..

• 2002: 1st National integrated resource plan published. 

• 2004:  10/04 cabinet reverses,  gives green light to Medupi & Kusile
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SA electricity  ‘multiple government principals’
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SA electricity pro-reform stakeholders
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Opponents: ‘blocking’  stakeholders
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Stakeholder positions 1: sector restructuring 

June 1999: Labour union (COSATU):  “separation of distribution, 
transmission and generation is in preparation for piecemeal 
privatization, something labour is very opposed to.”

September 1999: Department of Minerals and Energy (DME; 9/99): 
“The most urgent initiative in the power sector is the restructuring 
of distribution”

April 2001: ESKOM: “Eskom has the lowest electricity price in the 
world and excellent technical performance….. We need clear 
objectives why we are going the IPP route”.

June 2001: COSATU protests outside parliament: “The 
corporatization of Eskom would undermine its role in providing 
affordable electrification and would open the way to privatization”.



Stakeholder positions 2: price setting 

1994-2000: ESKOM reduces real price of electricity by 15%, to historic lows 
(about 3c/kwh)

November 2000: ESKOM requests  6.2% increase; capped by regulator (NER) 
at 5.2%: “This is a signal that we want to commit to affordable electricity. If we 
start showing price spikes, we will scare off investors…..”.

2001 & 2002: DA (opposition party): “expressed party’s concern over….the 
inevitable huge increase in the price of electricity which is contemplated as a 
result of corporatization….”  & private sector representative:  “South African 
regulators….should have done more research before authorizing increases”.

October 2003: ESKOM applies for 8.5% price increase; NER approves 2.5%. 
“We do not agree with the principle that says increase electricity prices in 
order to accumulate monies for future investments”.  ESKOM appeals. NER 
responds that “customers should not be made to contribute to the future 
costs of a future power station.” NER decision is upheld.



Stakeholder positions 3a: market model & IPP contracting

1999/2000 National Electricity Regulator “Will not license additional 
generation capacity based on inflexible long-term power purchase 
agreements….. customers should be protected against being deprived 
of benefits of a future competitive electricity market”.

May 2001 Cabinet:  decision to proceed with IPPs.

July 2001 Department of Minerals & Energy: “ESKOM will retain its 
dominant position in power generation. We are not desperate to raise 
money. Our priority is to look at the role electricity can play in poverty 
alleviation and ensure that we can contain upward pressure on prices”. 

September 2001: An IPP executive: “Nobody in their right minds is 
going to invest billions in a power station and then ask if they can have 
a license to run it. I don’t think there has been any change in the 
governments licensing of IPPs”.



Stakeholder positions 3b: market model & IPP contracting

November 2002: DME, DPE and others form a multi-market model 
group to “create a detailed functional description, transitional plan 
and governance arrangements for the proposed multi-market 
model.”

February 2004: DME issues RFP for advisers to assist with bidding 
process

May 2004: President Thabo Mbeki announces that  tender to be 
launched in 12/04, with winning bid would be announced by 6/05. 

October 2004: Minister of public Enterprises announces that as a 
result of a cabinet decision Eskom would be the main champion of 
SA electricity generation capacity development.

2008: The lights go out………..



Why?  National-sectoral political interaction

Technical limitations
– Hugely ambitious

– Distribution as top political priority

– Limited awareness of pricing & contracting challenges

South Africa’s political economy

• ANC as broad tent:

– ‘Alliance’ politics: ANC, COSATU, SACP

– Multiple contending aspirant elites

• Zero-sum discourse: pro-business or pro-poor

• Energy/electricity in South Africa’s political economy

– Eskom’s ambiguous status (commanding heights/apartheid icon)

– “energy intensive users group” (Gencor/Billiton)



“Good fit”: A spectrum of reform options

Incremental  
approaches
which work 
around obstacles

Multistakeholder
approaches 
which expand 
reform space

“First best” , 
comprehensive 
reforms



Rethinking electricity sector reform
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Actual changes: REIPP incrementalism

• South Africa renewable electricity IPP as parallel process

o Durban COP 17 environmental movement

o Determined public entrepreneurs, within NT & DME, 
committed to REIPP; carve out space at edge of core actors

o Proceed with very careful transparent bid process

=> ‘facts on the ground’

Does it result in cumulative causation?



Kenya’s cumulative incrementalism
(ex WB; Eberhard & Goudinho;  Moraczewski

By 1997 early 2000s Later 2000s/2010

Generation Formal unbundling 
of generation from 
T/D, but reluctant 
reform & de facto 
continued close
collaboration of two 
public entities 

Increasingly arms-length 
relationship

Partial privatization 
of Kengen (30% 
equity floated) 

Change of KPLC leadership => strong capacity 
building; learning-by-doing with IPPs

Transmission 
& distribution

Regulatory 
agency

Formally 
established, but 
little real authority

Cumulative gains in technical capability & 
credibility (stays away from politically contentious  

decision-making)

Total capacity 867 MW 1216 MW 2013: 1723 MW
2016: 2254 MW

o/w IPPs Two small projects; 
questionable bid 
procedures

190 MW
(total 4 IPPs) 

695 MW
(11 IPPs) 



The technically-proficient practitioner’s dilemma

• Be technically ‘right’ but at expense of:
– Being irrelevant (plan, don’t implement)

– Unintended consequences (globalization: do gainers really 
compensate losers & still be better off”)

• Engage with political & social complexity
– Build stakeholder coalitions

– Adapt policies

– Achieve half-full glasses….

– Be exposed to ‘mandate vulnerability’; overstepping?

– Actually get something done!!!
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